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From: mcivor 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:34 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: smart meter opt out charges

I recently recieved my ultimatum in the mail about getting the "smart" meter installed or 
pay fees. 
This is nothing short of extortion. $420 per year extra to have an un democratic and 
non csa approved, and very expensive smart meter program. 
 
Why was the BC Utilities Commission oversight of the smart meter program avoided by 
BC Hydro in the first place? I this was one of its functions. The meters are non-csa 
approved, how does that work with insurance policies? What exactly does the bcuc do 
for the public, if a program can be enforced before all the right steps are in place? 
There is more than ample evidence to show this flawed system is not in the public's 
best interest. 
I am extremely upset that the interest of the corporations who stand to profit are being 
upheld above ours. 
 
Why is it all right to take away jobs (meter readers) when our economy is so shaky..and 
then charge the public more for this essential service? 
What about the fact that the smart meters have been the direct cause of many many 
fires. 
 

Germany is rejecting the "smart" meter program and with good 
reason as they have alread experienced data collection leading 
to real fascism.  
 
I am hoping against all odds that the bcuc will work on behalf of the public this time and 
drop the "opt out" charges. 
I do not want a wireless surveillance meter in my home at all. 
The taxpaying citizens needs to be listened too. 
 
Sincerely Ann McIvor 

 
below are from letters by BC citizens: 
 
My hydro has tripled so much I am suffering at home...we normally pay 300-400 a month..our bill is now over 
1,000 ..what is going on? how can you do this to me and my 5 children...my daughter has a newborn baby 
and she is freezing to death because of our skyrocketing hydro bill...I hate it.. 
  
Hydro installed our residential smart meter Sept/2011. I am senior and I’m concerned about my health and 
hydro bills. Our average two months hydro bills were under $300.00. Our last bill from Oct18 to Dec15/2011 
two months hydro bill was $680.76. I phoned Hydro customer service but nobody seems to care. And I don’t 
know where else to take my complaint. I did pay $300.00 out of $680.76 Feb 6/2012 just to avoid hydro 
disconnection and bad credit. 
  
  

2)   Hydro has been dealing dishonestly with us, and we all must be alert to possible “tricks” re. billing. They 
have said that if the power is turned off for lack of payment, the analog will be removed. People who have 
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automatic withdrawal should make sure the correct amounts are withdrawn. I still recommend that people 
change the method of payment to have some control over the amount being charged. One member sends in 
a possible problem, perhaps it’s just an accident – but it would be the first “accident” for her in many years!! 

  
I'm not sure if I'm just the exception this month but I thought I'd give you a head's up. 
My meter reading was Oct 1, I read it and called it in and there was a meter reader person on the same day as well. 
Since then I've been waiting for my bill to come in but it has not thus far. 
So knowing it's due soon, I just called BC Hydro and was advised that my bill has not been issued. My balance is 0. 
She sent a note to the billing dept to re-issue my bill. I was assured that there won't be a problem (bill is DUE Oct 24) 
not paying since the bill was not issued and now will be re-issued. I don't have a clue what the bill is for as my balance
says 0. 
So people may want to make sure that if they have not received a bill yet to call asap.  
Dunno what's up but find it curious that I have not been issued a bill and until I called (and it's supposed to be on file 
now that I called and spoke to them, have the name and time I called written down) it was DUE on the 24th. 
A new way to get me to accept a smeter perhaps? I have lived at this address for 15 years and have ALWAYS 
received a BC Hydro bill ON TIME.  
 




